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Abstract. We describe the XSG programming language and define a
formal semantics for it.

1

Introduction

XSG is a functional-logic untyped first-order language. Like a functional language it has functions which return results (not predicates only as classic logic
languages). And like a logic language it allows implicit definition of variables’
values.
XSG is developed as a model language for metacomputations. It is a successor
of the TSG and NTSG languages used by S. M. Abramov and R. Glück for
formal description of basic metacomputation tools such as driving, PPT and
URA [1,2,3,4,5,6,7].
In XSG the concept of pattern matching is generalized by introducing equations. Both free and bound variables in equations can go both at the left and
at the right sides. Also a variable can occur in an equation several times. Thus
there is a notion of equality inherent in the language.
Every variable in XSG is a logic variable: it designates a set of possible
values. The equations are global constraints on the variables. Thus there is an
embedded nondeterminism in the language as the program result is an unordered
set of possible answers.
Free variables may also occur in function arguments. In order to find values for such variables universal resolving algorithm (URA) [2,3,4,5,6,7] is used.
URA guaranties to find every solution for an equation system with such implicitly defined variables in finite time (though, of course, URA itself does not
always terminate). In that sense the language is fair : every solution will be found
eventually.

2

Key Features of XSG

XSG has several particular features that can not be found in the majority of
programming languages.
?
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A function in XSG can have several arguments and several results (nontrivial
coarity). As XSG is first-order untyped language, coarity is essential for avoiding
dynamic checks of function results.
In the majority of existing programming languages equality is not built-in
construction: for every user-defined data structure the user should provide an
equality test. The user should be aware of the evaluation order while specifying
equality so that it does terminate.
For example in Haskell language library function (==) is defined to work
in the left to right order for tuples. Consequently, the following expression in
Haskell does not terminate:
(undef, ‘A’) == (undef, ‘B’) where undef = undef
Some languages (see Curry [14]) provide built-in strict equality which is satisfied if both sides are reducible to a same ground data. The problem with strict
equality is that it forces evaluation of the ground data even if it can be proven
that there is not any possible one. Consider, for example, the following code in
Curry:
undef = undef
f x = x =:= 0 & x =:= 1
Main1 = f x where x free
Main2 = f undef
Equational constraint (=:=) is evaluated as strict equality in Curry. The
result of the evaluation of Main1 function is an empty set of answers. That is,
the system have proven there is no any possible values for x. But the evaluation
of Main2 function does not terminate.
XSG provides built-in equality which is not strict. Contrary to other programming languages, in XSG, condition x = y is always immediately true if
x is textually identical to y up to free variables renaming (note that x and y
can contain variables bounded to function calls but not the calls themselves).
Moreover, in XSG the order of evaluation guaranties that all reachable to the
moment equations will be considered in finite time, so Main2 from the Curry
example above would terminate as well as Main1.

3
3.1

Formal Semantics of XSG
Syntax

Data domain for an XSG program is built by user-defined constructors. Each
constructor has a fixed arity. Atoms are presented as nullary constructors.
XSG has a rather simple grammar (see figure 1). A program consists of a
number of function definitions.
Each function has a fixed number of arguments and a fixed number of results.
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Function definition contains a number of sentences. A sentence consists of
left hand side and right hand side parts. Before with all the function results are
constructed. After with there goes a set of conditions and terms. The order of
terms and conditions is not important: they are considered as a whole.
A condition is an equality test of two expressions. As both expressions can
contain free variables it is more general then the equality test and the pattern
matching in traditional programming languages and corresponds to the mathematical notion of an equation. Note that function calls are presented in equations
not directly but by liaison variables introduced in terms. A term is just a function
call assigned to fresh liaison variables.
Free, liaison, and argument variables can repeat in one or several equations
as well as in function arguments in terms.
A particular expression is a result of a function if it can be obtained from the
left hand side of some sentence by applying a substitution which turns all the
equations into identities. That is, all sentences are considered independently.
In each term the number of liaison variables is equal to the number of results
of the corresponding function. The number of arguments in a call is equal to the
number of arguments of the corresponding function.
See section 5 for examples of simple XSG programs.

Grammar
p
q
s
f
c

∈ Program ::= q +
∈ Definition ::= (define f x̄ s∗ )
∈ Sentence ::= (ē with k∗ t∗ )
∈ Function name
∈ Constructor name

a∗ − set of items of type a
a+ − nonempty set of items of type a

k
t
e
x

∈
∈
∈
∈

Condition ::= (eq? e e)
Term
::= (x̄ := (call f ē))
Expression ::= (cons c ē) | x
Variable

ā − ordered sequence of items of type a

Fig. 1. Abstract syntax of XSG

3.2

Natural Semantics

Natural semantics of XSG is presented in figure 2.
First two rules are usual for logical programming languages such as Prolog.
The first rule says that each sentence result can be obtained by applying a
substitution to the left hand side of the sentence. The substitution assigns extended values to some free variables. The extended values can contain indefinite
constructors, see “Indefinite Call” rule. The substitution must be correct: after
applying it to the right hand side of the sentence all the equations must become
true.
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The second rule just says that one can obtain a result of a function call from
any sentence from the function definition.
The third rule is the one that differentiate XSG from other logical programming languages. In essence it introduces a possibility for laziness in equality. It
allows one to proceed without computing the actual value of the called function.
The results of the function call are assumed to be some unique indefinite data
— new indefinite constructors. Each indefinite constructor is equal to itself only.

Sentence
∃θ

∀k ∈ k∗ k = (eq? e1 e2 ) e1 /θ = e2 /θ
∀t ∈ t∗ t = (x̄ := (call f ēarg )) `Γ (call f ēarg /θ) ⇒ x̄/θ
`Γ (ē with k∗ t∗ ) ⇒ ē/θ

Call

Indefinite Call
∗

Γ (f ) = (define f x̄par s )
∃s ∈ s∗ `Γ s/[x̄par 7→ ēarg ] ⇒ ēres
`Γ (call f ēarg ) ⇒ ēres

ū − new indefinite constructors
`Γ (call f ēarg ) ⇒ ū

Fig. 2. Natural semantics of XSG-programs

3.3

Trace Semantics

Now let us consider the semantics of XSG from the interpreter point of view (see
figure 3).
Conditions are simplified (step-by-step) by means of the most general unification algorithm (MGU). For a system of equations MGU returns a substitution
for some variables or fails if the system is inconsistent. MGU also changes the
system of equations by removing identities, so we denote the resulting system as
∗
knew
.
Another way to proceed with a sentence is to fulfil a function call. That
is done by substituting the results from one of the called function sentences
for liaisons. Note that a term to be reduced as well as a sentence from that
term’s function can be chosen arbitrarily. This is nondeterministic step and an
interpreter should try all possible choices.
The “Main” rule says that a given function call can produce a particular
result if there exists such a sequence of MGU- and Call-steps that leads to it.

4

Discussion

We have shown big-step and small-step semantics for the language. In order
to present the possibility of comparing expressions without actually evaluating
them to a ground data we have introduced indefinite constructors.
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∗
mgu(k∗ ) = (knew
, θ)
∗ ∗
∗
`Γ (ē with k t ) → (ē/θ with knew
t∗ /θ)

Call
for some t ∈ t∗ t = (x̄ := (call f ēarg )) Γ (f ) = (define f x̄par s∗ )
for some s ∈ s∗ s/[x̄par 7→ ēarg ] = (ēres with k1∗ t∗1 ) θ = [x̄ 7→ ēres ]
`Γ (ē with k∗ t∗ ) → (ē/θ with k∗ /θ k1∗ (t∗ \t)/θ t∗1 )
Main
`Γ (x̄ with (x̄ := (call f ēarg ))) →∗ (ēres with t∗ )
ēres does not contain variables from t∗
`Γ (call f ēarg )
ēres

Fig. 3. Trace semantics of XSG-programs

Indefinite constructors obviously can not be presented in a program answer
as they are abandoned function calls. Apart from that the result for a given
program evaluation by either of the presented semantics is the same. So we can
formulate the following theorem.
Theorem 1. `Γ (call f ēarg ) ⇒ ēres and ēres does not contain indefinite constructors iff `Γ (call f ēarg )
ēres .
Now we have fixed the language semantics, so we can build a perfect process
tree (PPT) for a given program [11]. The amazing fact is that the trace semantics
for an XSG program coincides with the trace semantics for its perfect process
tree.
In other words, PPT can be considered as the language interpreter. This
proves that there exists an interpreter for the XSG language with the following
remarkable property.
Theorem 2 (Fairness). Any result for any function call that can be obtained by
applying any evaluation strategy will be eventually computed by the interpreter.

5

Examples

Due to the embedded URA it is possible to specify a function by its inverse in
XSG.
For example, if we have defined addition, then subtraction definition is trivial.
See figure 4 for addition and subtraction for unary numbers. The definition of
Sub can be read as following: x1 − x2 is such number x3 that x2 + x3 is equal to
x1 . As can be seen it is precisely the algebraic definition of subtraction.
Another interesting example is shown in figure 5. Similarly to subtraction in
figure 4 we define list splitting as an inverse for concatenation. Note that Split is
different from Sub in two ways: 1) it returns two expressions — two parts of the
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Definitions for Add and Sub
(define Add x1 x2
( x2
with (eq? x1 (cons O ))
)
( (cons I x3 ) with (eq? x1 (cons I x01 )) (x3 := (call Add x01 x2 )) )
)
(define Sub x1 x2
( x3 with (eq? x1 x01 ) (x01 := (call Add x2 x3 )) )
)

Fig. 4. XSG-functions for unary addition and subtraction

given list; 2) there is a lot of ways to split the list in two parts, so the function
is nondeterministic.
Function P erm uses nondeterminism of the function Split to (nondeterministically) compute all permutations of the numbers from zero to its argument. It
returns each permutation as a list of that unary numbers. Its definition can be
read as following: 1) if the argument (x1 ) is zero, then return the only possible
permutation as a list of length one; 2) else find all permutations for x1 − 1, split
each in two parts (in all possible ways), and insert x1 between the parts.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

We have defined formal semantics for the XSG language and have shown that it
has some interesting properties which differentiate it from other programming
languages.
The main obstacle for practical programming in XSG is the absence of negative restrictions. A programmer can specify positive tests (equality) only, and
fails in those tests are not propagated anywhere but silently discarded. Programming without “else” is not very convenient for a lot of tasks, so adding negative
restrictions to the language would be a major achievement.
XSG is developed as a model language for metacomputations simultaneously
with the development of metacomputation tools for it. Another stage of development would be a supercompiler for XSG. Here arises the (hopefully, solvable)
problem of splitting a configuration without changing the semantics of a program. The matter is identity equation in the original configuration can require
(possibly, infinite) computation in the split one. Further issues for the supercompilation are raised by the rational XSG data (infinite periodic trees) which
are not discussed in the present paper.
XSG interpreter is implemented in Haskell. All sources for the system and
sample XSG programs are freely available from the web [33].
Authors would like to thank S. M. Abramov and A. S. Mishchenko who participated a lot in the development of the language.
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Definitions for Concat, Split, and Perm
(define Concat x1 x2
( x2
with (eq? x1 (cons N il ))
)
( (cons Cons x01 x3 ) with (eq? x1 (cons Cons x01 x001 ))
(x3 := (call Concat x001 x2 )) )
)
(define Split x1
( x2 x3 with (eq? x1 x01 ) (x01 := (call Concat x2 x3 )) )
)
(define P erm x1
( x2 with (eq? x1 (cons O ))
(eq? x2 (cons Cons (cons O ) (cons N il ))) )
( x5 with (eq? x1 (cons I x01 ))
(x2 := (call P erm x01 ))
(x3 x4 := (call Split x2 ))
(x5 := (call Concat x3 (cons Cons x1 x4 ))) )
)

Fig. 5. XSG-functions for list concatenation, splitting, and permutations generation
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